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Abstract
We improve the best known lower bound for the polygon exploration problem from 1.2071 to 1.2825.
1. Introduction
Exploring an unknown environment is a basic
problem for autonomous mobile systems. Here,
we suppose that a simple polygon in the plane
represents the unknown environment and a point-
shaped robot with a vision system, starting at
some boundary point s, has the task of going
around inside the polygon until the whole en-
vironment has been visible at least once before
returning to s. Seeing all points inside the polygon
is clearly equivalent to seeing its whole boundary,
as long as the polygon is simple (does not contain
holes, as we assume).
The shortest watchman tour starting and ending
in s is the shortest tour that can see the whole
polygon, see figure watchman. This is the perfect
solution in a known environment, and it can be
computed using the algorithms of Chin and Ntafos
or Tan and Hirata [1,3,7,8].
But in an unknown environment the shortest
watchman tour is also not known, so any tour that
explores the polygon online is inevitably longer
than the shortest watchman tour; there are excep-
tions for special cases [2]. So it is an interesting
question to ask for a strategy that produces explo-
ration tours that are not so much longer than the
perfect solution in a known polygon, and Hoffmann
et al. [4] have given such a competitive exploration
strategy. This strategy guarantees a tour that is at
most 26.5 times as long as the shortest watchman
tour.
Although this upper bound is most probably not
tight, it is not really obvious how to prove a shorter
s
Fig. 1. A shortest watchman tour.
factor by enhancing this rather complicated proof
or by giving a better strategy. And the worst case
that is known for this strategy has a factor of just 5.
2. First ideas for lower bounds
In this paper we propose to look at this problem
“from the other side”: what is a lower bound for
this problem, i. e., can we show that no strategy can
guarantee a competitive factor less than this lower
bound? A proof for such a bound can be given by a
concrete polygon for which we have to show that an
arbitrary strategy will necessarily make a certain
detour as compared to the shortest tour. A trivial
lower bound is (
√
2 + 1)/2 ≈ 1.2071, see the left
picture in Fig. 2: we use an isosceles, rectangular
triangle, the start point s is at the right angle and
at the other two corners there are two very small
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Fig. 2. Deriving the lower bounds 1.2071 (left) and 1.2145 (right).
pockets. One of the pockets is formed such that the
corner must be visited while the other is not. The
line segment connecting the two corners is called a
threshold. To trick any strategy to make a detour
we can wait until this threshold is reached: if this
occurs left of the midpoint then the right corner
must be visited, and vice versa. Thus, only when
the robot eventually visits the threshold, it can see
which corner is still to visit. Now it is easy to see
that we have a lower bound of (
√
2 + 1)/2 here.
In fact we can act as the malicious adversary of
a strategy: depending on the decisions of the strat-
egy we decide how the polygon looks like at those
parts that have not been seen yet. For example,
the previous idea can be refined by introducing a
second threshold, see the right picture in Fig. 2.
First, we let the strategy reach the line between
the two corners as before. Here, we reveal one of
the corners, but in contrast to the first example for
the second corner two possibilities remain: either
we have to visit the corner itself or it suffices to
reach the second threshold which is a diagonal line
through the corner. After carefully choosing the
lengths and the angles (the triangle is still isoceles,
but the angle at s is 96.99◦) we obtain a bound of
1.2145, which constitutes a small progress.
3. Using more thresholds
But this idea of several thresholds can be driven
further. In the following, we sketch our approach
with three thresholds. The basic figure is a triangle,
but from one of its corners there are edges to an
inner point, this will be the starting point s, see
Fig. 3. So besides vertex s there are four corners in
the scene with a hidden pocket. The pockets may
be formed such that the corner must be visited or
not, this is the information which is unknown at
the start.
Any tour, also the shortest watchman tour, has
to visit at least all three thresholds. It is also clear
that a reasonable strategy will visit the thresholds
in the same order as they appear along the triangle,
otherwise an even bigger detour will be generated.
Now on each threshold we place a critical point:
if the robot visits the threshold to the right of the
critical point (as seen from s) then we as the ma-
licious adversary decide that the left corner of the
threshold must also be visited. If the visit occurs
to the left of the critical point then the threshold is
done except for the last one where we decide that
in this case the right corner has to be visited.
We as the adversary are free to decide about the
exact shape of the triangle, the placement of s,
and also the placement of the critical points. This
is a challenging optimization exercise with many
degrees of freedom and several interwoven levels of
optimization, which probably can only be solved
numerically.
Due to the lack of space we can only briefly sum-
marize our result obtained with the help of Cabri
Geometry [5,6], see Fig. 4. We use an equilateral
triangle (but it is not clear if this is the best) and
a starting point s as shown in the figure. For each
threshold there is one uncertainty, so we have eight
cases altogether. For each case we take the length
of the shortest watchman tour and compare it to
the tour passing through the critical points and the
corners that have to be visited in that case. The
minimum of these eight ratios which we have de-
termined to be at least 1.2825 is a lower bound for
the exploration problem.
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two more hidden pockets here
s
Fig. 3. A triangle-like polygon with three thresholds and four hidden pockets.
4. Conclusions
The new lower bound of 1.2825 for the polygon
exploration problem represents a certain progress,
but we think that with our technique one can go
some further steps in that direction. Since the op-
timization problem presented here has so many de-
grees of freedom and consists of several levels that
mutually depend on each other, we can not be sure,
yet, to have found the global optimum for the three
thresholds. Furthermore, it looks promising, but
tedious, to introduce four or even more thresholds,
but since the number of cases will be about two
to the power of the number of thresholds, there is
some considerable work to be done. Finally, it is
interesting to note that there is still a great gap
between the lower bound obtained in this way and
the best known upper bound of 26.5.
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Fig. 4. Eight cases for three thresholds.
